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Some thoughts on the judgments, the 
Judiciary, Lawsuits and other connotations

Poor judgments

The Court of Appeal in England had this to say on a judgment of Mr Justice Charles.
“The judgment was far too long, too discursive, and too unwieldy.”

Lord Justice Wilson said he had spent days trying to understand the 484 paragraph judgment. Quoting 
from an article he read, he said “There are certain challenges each of us should attempt in our lifetime 
and most of these involve a particular jump, a mountain climb, etc. Akin to these in the legal world would 
be reading from first to last a judgment of Mr Justice Charles.”

For a local example one should try reading the probate judgment of Justice Dato Jeffrey Tan Kok Wha 
delivered in 1988. The judgment runs to 174 pages and it is probably the longest judgment in Malaysian 
legal history. According to S. Balarajah of “Judgments glorious judgments” fame his Lordship has “lucidly 
propounded, expanded and expounded the law, in crystal clear language, which makes it a pleasure to 
read.” As rhyming as the italicised words are, I think that reading this case is a horrendous challenge. A 
challenge which can more profitably be diverted to some other pleasures such as the golf course. I have 
attempted to read and understand this whole case 3 times but like the poet Omar Khayyam “Ever more 
came out by the same door as in I went.”

I must however confess that the Court of Appeal has commended the learned judge but I suspect they 
too really found the challenge onerous and hense found dismissing the appeal, a ‘particularly easy one’ 
Any brave heart wishing to attempt reading this judgment with 107 case law authorities and lashings of 
numerous citations from leading textbooks can refer to it at (1988) 3 MLJ 457.

You can also spare yourself and read Balarajah’s mouthwatering commendation in Info Johore Bar’s June 
2007 edition. Be warned though that either way you too will come out the same door as in you went!

Despite my view, I must however say that I make no criticism of the decision of the learned Judge nor of 
the Court of Appeal as I did not finish reading the judgment.

Judge arrested after her dog attacks

Recently, a senior crown court judge named Bolton was fined £2500 after one of her German shepherds 
attacked her neighbor as he sunbathed.

Upon conviction, for failing to keep bitch Georgina under control, Judge Bolton stormed out of the 
magistrates’ courtroom , calling the magistrates’ decision “a fucking travesty” before later declaring “I’ll 
never set foot in a court again.” Her future as a judge now lies in the hands of the Lord Chief Justice and 
Lord Chancellor.

Putting money in Lawsuits

It is reported in the New York Times that in America, large banks, hedge funds and private investors 
hungry for new opportunities are bank rolling other peoples’ lawsuits. Hundreds of millions of dollars are 
pumped into class action against corporations, divorce battles and medical malpractice all in the hope of 
sharing in the potential winnings.

The loans are pushing not only huge prominent cases like the ‘ground zero’ for workers. Lenders were 
financed by Citigroup which provided $35 million for the lawsuits which were then settled in June for 
$712.5 million. The Lenders earned almost $11 million.
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Apparently total investments in lawsuits at any given time now exceeds $1 billion, though most investments 
are in smaller cases.

A review by the New York Times and the Center for Public Integrity shows that the inflow of 
money is helping to ensure that cases are decided on merit rather than resources.

Citing examples and issues of abuse, critics of lending for lawsuits say the practice should be 
banned but proponents who argue that people often need help to fight corporations, have won 
a series of victories overturning old laws that prohibited investments in lawsuits.

“If you want to use the civil justice system, you have to have 
money,” said Alan Zimmerman, who founded one of the first litigation 
finance companies in 1994. “If there’s less money, you would also have 
less litigation. But then you would also have less justice.”

One should think in Malaysia such financial group to assist the common man should be legalized. We too 
have huge corporations and GLC’s. Private hospitals too have proliferated with their phlethora of experts 
to defend the hospitals and their doctors. 

To boot our doctors and more so the specialists still think of themselves as belonging to a higher plane of 
humanity whilst charging earthly exorbitant fees. To make matters worse a large section of our judiciary 
still have this compliant attitude to them, forgetting the salutary advice of Harold Macmillan that “we 
have not overthrown the divine right of Kings to fall down for the divine right of experts.”

Furthermore archaic rules still allow the doctors and hospitals to withhold their experts opinion on liability 
unlike in other jurisdictions like U.K. where such reports have to be disclosed prior to trial.

The private hospital have also obtained relief from vicarious liability for their doctors negligence on 
grounds based on the ancient test of control over their doctors. Please see the case of Tan Eng Siew v 
Dr. Jagjit Singh (2006) 1 MLJ 57 where Justice Dato James Foong has carefully regurgitated this ancient 
test in holding that the treatment and care rendered to the victim by their specialist as being beyond the 
control of the hospital. Hense the hospital was for this and other reasons held not vicariously liable for 
the negligence of their specialist.

What we now face is that all the private hospitals which advertise themselves as having excellent specialists 
and experts escape liability on the ground that their specialists are independent contractors for whom 
they are not responsible. This fact is however not advertised to the innocent public.

The simple fact is that in this part of the world it is not easy to successfully sue a negligent doctor. Firstly, 
it is so difficult to get another doctor to testify. Secondly, the rules are loaded against the victim.

Furthermore successful victims of tort can seldom get the full cost of treatment in a private hospital. 
Judges who inevitably have personal contact or connection with specialists in government hospitals for 
their own needs and are admitted to the 1st class, blithely cut down expenses incurred in private hospital 
on the seeming ground that such facilities are available in government hospitals at much lower cost.

Appointment of mediocre judges

Lawyers often complain that mediocre persons have been appointed as subordinate court presidents, 
magistrates and judges. In fact there is a recent article on this in one of our Info Johore.

To these complainants I would like to refer to what Richard Nixon the former U.S. President said on 
his nomination of one G. Harold Carswell, a man who could not spell either of his own names. Nixon’s 
observation was this.
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 “Even if he were mediocre, there are a lot of mediocre judges and people and lawyers. 
They are entitled to a little representation, aren’t they, and a little chance.”

So, do not be disgruntled. Our judiciary like the Bar also calls for such representation.

The difference between single and unmarried

It appears to be a commendation when we describe an unmarried male lawyer/judge as single or a 
bachelor.

But when we describe an unmarried lady lawyer/judge as being unmarried or a spinster a hurtful 
connotation is made.

According to Maureen Dowd of New York Times “single carries a connotation of eligibility and possibility, 
while unmarried has that dreaded over-the-hill, out-of-luck, you-are-finished, no-chance implication. An 
aroma of mothballs and perpetual aunt.”

Therefore fellow brothers please have some consideration; always describe our aunties as single.

Finally, a wonderful definition of divorce by Robin Williams, the actor comedian.
       “Divorce from the Latin word meaning to rip out the man’s genitals through his wallet.”

Cheers! remember Shakespeare too never had much regard for the law or for that matter for virgins and 
virginity. More on that later; that is if I am not crucified for this article or perhaps when I feel once again 
Like Judge Bolton’s Georgina, the bitch.

MARRIAGE MADNESS

SAchA GuItRy
After marriage, husband and wife become two sides of a coin; they just can’t face each other, but still stay together.

SocRAtES
By all means marry. If you get a good wife, you’ll be happy. If you get a bad one, you’ll become a philosopher.

ANoNyMouS
“Some people ask the secret of our long marriage. We take time to go to a restaurant two times a week.

A little candlelight, dinner, soft music and dancing. She goes Tuesdays, I go Fridays.”

JAMES holt McGAvRAN
“I’ve bad luck with both my wives. The first one left me, and the second one didn’t.”

PAtRIck MuRRAy
Two secrets to keep your marriage brimming

1. Whenever you’re wrong, admit it   2. Whenever you’re right, shut up.

hENNy youNGMAN
My wife and I were happy for twenty years. Then we met.

RoDNEy DANGERfIElD
A good wife always forgive her husband when she’s wrong.

ANoNyMouS
A man inserted an ‘ad’ in the classifieds: “Wife wanted”. Next day he received a hundred letters.

They all said the same thing: “You can have mine.”

ANoNyMouS
First Guy (proudly): “My wife’s an angel!”     Second Guy: “You’re lucky, mine’s still alive.” 


